
LETTER VIII 
Justice, Arcanum of Equilibrium 
Spiritual Exercise: Ora et Labora 

Ora et labora—“pray and work”—is… an open door, in the inner forum of 
consciousness, between the oratory and the laboratory. It is the door 
between the two—and not another laboratory or another oratory. Ora et 
labora…oratory and laboratory united in the inner forum of the personality…
what is this, in the last analysis, if not the practice of the balance of Justice?
(page 192) 

h 
There are two ways to approach the spiritual exercise for this Arcanum. Since the key 
word here is equilibrium, the exercise involves fostering (and sustaining) necessary 
balances in the contemplative life: the balance between action and contemplation, 
between prayer and work, between justice and mercy. So here are two possible ways to 
embody this spiritual exercise: 

1. Look for ways to cultivate greater equilibrium in your spiritual life. What is 
out of  balance in your contemplative practice? Are you more of  an activist than a 
mystic (or more of  a mystic than an activist)? Are you too quick to judge — or, 
conversely, do you hesitate to set boundaries with discernment when necessary? Is 



your spirituality too focussed on the efforts you make to put your faith into practice, 
or are you so reliant on grace that you never bother to challenge yourself  spiritually in 
any way? 

Most of  us will not exhibit the extremes I have described here! But many of  us may 
find that we have a tendency to favor one arm of  the scales over the other. For your 
exercise, prayerfully consider where you may have a tendency to be out of  balance, 
and incorporate into your daily prayer regular petitions for the Spirit to cultivate in 
your heart a more truly just equilibrium. 

2. Be attentive in particular to the importance of  equilibrium between prayer 
and work. There are two reasons why ora et labora is a widely-held motto for monastic 
contemplatives: it’s necessary because both the “ora” (prayer) and “labora” (work) 
matter; but it is also necessary because they matter equally. We need both; prayer and 
work are like spiritual vitamins, and a healthy and balanced diet requires both vitamins 
in proper amounts.  

Naturally, every person is different and our differing life circumstances mean that how 
ora and labora are balanced in your life may look different from mine — or anyone 
else’s. Keeping these in equilibrium does not mean you have to devote the exact same 
amount of  time and energy to each! You may only pray for one hour each day, 
whereas you work 40 hours a week. But someone who is retired from their career may 
see the balance in a different way. For most of  us, the equilibrium is measured not in 
quantity, but in quality. For this exercise, begin by simply paying attention to both the 
demands of  ora and labora in your life. What are your daily/weekly/annual 
commitments to prayer? To work, labor? To the importance of  working for justice? 
How do you maintain and sustain both of  these commitments? Do you have a sense 
of  your prayer as being a type of  “work” and your work being a type of  prayer? If  
not, reflect on that, following the Ignatian of  finding God in all things. How can we 
find God both in our oratory (the places we pray) and our laboratory (the places we 
work)? How do we recognize the one God, the one Spirit who knits together our 
prayer, our work, and our equilibrium between the two? Take time to make getting to 
know the Spirit more closely a priority for your life. 




